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,'INTRODUCTION

. '
. o

.°
.

.U)
,

The research -design or the tvaluatAon of the 45-15 Pilot 'Program of
.

Year-RoUnd tduCatifilin in Virg nia "Beach, Virginiaevolved from 'an official.

pcilicy statement adopted by he Schopl Board. The statement reads in part:
.

The School Boar of the City of Virginia Beach . . :

. . recognizes that polic decisions relative to wide-spread
-.,

imp4ementation AA the plan must be based, on firm evidence
of the effects of the plan on student achievement and

, attitude, paren tal-attitude, and cost.

'.

. . To determine the effects of the 45-15 plan on,G ''

sthis school division, the School Boatd directs the Division
Superintendent and,,his staff to design., implment, and evalu- ,

, r
%,

ate a two-year pilot program dal four elementaryschools. ,

The School Board?, further, provides for and encOurages such
.

, program resource; policy, sand procedure modificatib s as "
may be,necessary to Ansure,the most valid and unbia ed evi-
dence of the effects of cycled,attendance .,. ..

,
\

c.

, With this policy statement as a guideline; the research model for the°
O .

operational 'phase of the 45-45-CYcled-attendance pilot program was designed
.

,
. . ' ..

to"'answerthe'following-questions:

a

1) What effect does the,45-i5 cycled- attendance year=

round operation have on'pupil achievement in reading
A .

and mathematics?.

What effedt does.,the 45-45cycled-attendance year-

round operation have on the way pupils feel about

school?
,

.

3)' What effect does the early first grade entry under

the 45-15 'calendar have on reading readiness?

41 What effect does experience, with the 45-15 cycled-
a

attendance year-round'plan have on parental attitudes

toward the plan? k

t
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What effect does the 45-15 cycled-attendance year-

:

round operation of schoo1s,hdve.on operational. and

. .

,.,
.capital expenditures?

.

.
.

.

b
.

This publitation is a'synthesis of the resch.adtivities to e

. .

conduCted by independent, research agencies to answer these questions.
,
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Evaluation of Rupil Achievement and
Attitude. oward School

Reeearch Agent: Educational Testing Service of.Princeton, New-Jetsey
a

Principal'Inveat2gators: Jimmie C. Fortune ,and Donald E. Powers

-

Ekcerpti from Research Proposal:
a

4, . .

. . . since there is strong reason to
.
believe that, with the excep-

.

tion of first grade., all of the Other4gradeswilk be affected similarly,

the proposal seeks tlimi the study to a fourth grade and7a first grade

sample to be studiedslongitudinall.over the tOb-year period. The first.
.- .

, .

grade will be studied since thevchafige in.age.'at which pupilth enter school
. . -

a.
under the445-15 school year plan may be particularly important at-this level.

, . ..,....

The effects of treatment cot.itions and potential treatment-interactions

with reading readiness will be studied. The, fourth grade was,selected.

becauge: 4%(1) it was felt to be representative, (2).state assessment data

is collected at the fourth and sixth grades' proViding a check across tests

.

at,grade 4, 1973 and then at grade 6,1975, (3) achievement changes can be

viewed both longitudinally andvcrosa-Isectionally on the same grade fel,

°
0

# . .

and (4)' both sampling and testing capabilities are optiMized with this group.
4.--,-

In the first grade study, the primary interest will be reading readi- :

0

snss. They pdpil effects that will be measured for the fourth graciestudy-

include achievement in reading, 'achievement in the learning of mathematics

concepts, pupil attitude toward school,.and pupil attitude toward.Iearning.

Y'

1
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For each Variablefchange frOmAretest to ,first yearyosttestf(1974) and
'); -",t .1 6..

, ulfimately to second year posttest (1975) would be ,ascertained fora samPle

'',..
, .

. .'

,

of YRE school children and for a,sample of
-

children from.two control schools.
. . ,

SOLING PLAN
.

The design is, made up of foUr experimental schools and two control
9

schools whose designation was made without apparent bias: The two control
go

schools, Lynnhaven and Brookwood, had a Fdbruary 1, 1973, fourth grade
. . . .

enrollment of 239 pupils;"the four' experim4ntal schools, Plaza, Windsor Wood6,

'Windsor Oaks,, and Holland had'a total enrollment of 565 pupils on that date.

Original.plans'called for sampling,200atudents from,the control

schools and an equal number from the experimental schools. Since the fourth.

grade enrollment at the control schools iS only slightly above the originally

4

proposed number, all of the fourth grade, studenrs in, these schools will be

tested in the interest of administrative convenience. A spaced,, sample of
. .

4

0

about 220 students has been chosen from the experimental. schools. Each school

is equally represented in this experimental sample.

The size of the sample chosen is large enough for.testingdifferences

0

between schools and extended
13

school year groups in addition to testing for

differences between treatment's, (length of'school year). It is also sufficiently

large to withstand anticiphted sample mortality.

ACHIEVMENT QUESTION

The first question to be dealt with is change ofachievementpin.two

areas, reading and, mathematics, as seen longitudinally. The sample would be °
e.

given a battery of tests overt the two -year period to lbok at achievement

c'T

achanges, both within groups and across ability levels. 'In April, 1973, the

sample would be administered the,SCAT Series II 4A, the STEP Series II 4A

° 'Beading and the STEP Series II*4A Mathematics Concepts. In April, 1974°STEP

4 .7t I

.
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Series 11,48 Reading andSTEP Series /1..48 Mathematics Con cepts would be

administered. In April 1975 the STEP SeIA.es II 4A Reading and Mathematics

-tests would again be administered along with the SCAT Series II 48 tesp.

As part of the state testing program the sample will take the Fourth Grade

SRA Achievement and Ability Test battery in Mfardh, 1973 and the Sixth Grade

,

SRA tests in March, 1975. s ..

4
\ ,

This battery. of testi 11ow for both, a linear systems an4ysis and a

treatment-aptitude interaction. nalysis of both sets of achievement, data.

the linear systems analysis, timer:IA-school, appropri4e;(Quantitative for
.

,

Mathematics - Verbal for Reading) CAT-scores, and beginning,achlevement levels

(1973 pretests) would be residnaliz d out of both the 1974 and 1975 achievement
0

'

scores. Tests ofthree basic hypotheses wilrbe made us ng the e two data points,

e

as replication. The null hypotheses to be- tested are:, (1) there is no signi-
0,

.

ficaht difference (p<.10) in tht achievement residualg Qn either-readi4 or

3 ;;

0

mathematics between the. upils attending the traditionally scheduled schools'and,.

.

pupils'attending the schools on the extended yearsschedule*; (2) there Is

.

no, ignificantdifference (p.<510) inthe achievement residuals on either reading

Or mathematics between,the pupils In each of the six schoolsvand (3) there is no

.7

D

---.,

significant different (pc-:::.10) in the adhievemeAt residuals On either'reading °

. .
,

C7A

or mathematil between the pupils attending extended school yeat programs at
..

. ,

different group times.
.

. .-

0
DI order to estimate the contextual.validity of the STEP tests, ',',

. -

0 ,

teachers Of the students being tested will bye asked to rate each test item

,

on its importance to.her class, to state whether or not the item, was tadght

in the 'class, and to estimate whether or' not a rypioal child `in the class will

obe'able to- answer the items correctly.

A
0
further analysis of achievement dirferences for, this group of fourth

graders can be made in'1974' and then replicated in 1975. Using the SCAT scores

as aptitude data (Verbal for Readil;,g; QuantitatIg for Mathematics), the..

4.

5
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two school-year, as
-
treatments (nine-month traditional and the

"45-151"eitended school year), and the achievement test,spores adjustedfgr

. \

time-in-school, a treatmentaptitude interaction analysis cari be made to

see if'disordinal interaction may occur showing a treatment bias.in-favor

n7 n 4

of a particUlar aptitude.-level group;

A,cross -sectionarStudy of achievement can be made using the state

achievement testing progranIscores(aRA's) for the'fourth and sixth graded.
%

Aw.analySis of variance ors covariance (using 1973 SRA pretests) can be com-.

pute'd across both fourth grade and sikth'grade tests given in'control and

treatment schools in 1974' atida*gain in 1975. - Cross-validation of theSe

achaoVement estimates can be made. Using therfOurth grade sample STEP 1973
J 0

e . .,

e, ,. t

pretests with the 1973 SRA asessment tests. and again using the fourth' grade

:(nowsixth grade) STEP 1975 with the 1975 SRA'aSsessment test.
g.'.

READINESS QUESTION A

At part of the Optional state testing programs Metropolitan Read-

,

ing Readiness tests are given to,first grade students'in.MarcO, 1973. These

test.scores will be acquired for :both the

In additiO td the readiness, scores, entry

'two sets of schools will be gathered. In

D

oLpupils who were tested in 1973 will be

gence Test (FormiE) as second graders. 'Re

corrections for IQ have been made wilrbe'

year divisions of ge. Interadtion tests

'early beginning resulting from treatment'r

" o.

as measured by the Metropolitan. In addition to the variables mentioned

control-and experimental schools.

ages of all first graders in the

September, 1974, the same group

given the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelli-

sidualsof readineSs-seores after-

tested for differences across half-

should indicate whether or not the
, .

equirements affectS reading readiness

above, data on previouslandergartentexpetience as well as previous experience

r7;

U
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ca

in .takinethe Metropolitan Readiness Tests will be gathered and used in the
0

lineaT.dy;temsanalses.

4UPIL ATTITUDE'QUESTION'

Another ,question of interest is whether or not the extended school

year program affects the way pupils feel abtut school. Two 'attitude scales

from the IDEAAffeotive Instrument Package"*ill'be'dminisbered to the fourth

, grade dample,to determine if general attitude toward school and learning
.

1

are-effected by the change. The same kinear.pystems afialysis designed for

the lorigitudinal'analySis\Q! actiievement.wi.V. be 'used to test for differences

across treatments, schools, and attendance.groups.'

IP
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Evaluation of the Operational
and Capital Cost Effects of the

45-15 Expenditures

Research Agent: The for'§ocial Analysis - New York, New York

a

PrincipalI Investigators: Don ald M. Levine and Francis A.' J. Ianni

Excerpts from Research Proposal:

. the .central objective of the ISA'Study may he stated as follows,

To determine the way in which the,45-15 Cycled
Calendar (Pilot Program) has affected the'capi-
tal and operating budgets of the Virginia Beach
Public Schools

0

In order to fully deal with the impact on capital and operating budget,

a

it will
o
also be necessary to determine the following:

a.) the resource and cost base case-- school normal
operation

b,). the incremental change for the pilot schools
during the. test operation- -the 45-15 schools

c.) the effect of changing enf011ment over time on
the cost and resource modeling fdr the pilot
schools

d.) thepeffect of extending the implications of the
pilot school analysis to the entire group of
schools in the Virginia Beach System during the
test period and ovtr a period of five years or
more

. . . in order to analyze-the 45-15 Pilot-Program, standard principles

of cost and'resource analysis will be used such as cost and resource modeling,

the constfyttion of basic cost estimating 'relationships, the analysis of cost

and resource variance, the projection of policy implications based on the

o`
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podeling and simulaiion results

/

,

. . A Activity I:, Establish a profile of Resource Demands Prior

.to Conversion to 45-15.

generally, it will be our purposeinthis part ofthe study to

define reliable sets of baseline information which Can be used in the the

activities. These sets of baseline information deal with the school program,

resource demands related to each program, relat d dollar costs, and' res*irce
A

inventories.
0,

1 Activity II: Extrapolate Resource Demands 13aped.znmthe Pro

file Developed Under the Traditional Schedule.

:6

In order to project tharesource demands (quaritity,"type, and dollar
4 p

coste) upon the school district under the traditional schedulei-two additional.

types of informatfon will bemeeded to be generated: enyollment'projections for

. .
.

five,planning years-by,gradt (andgeographic location if necessary) and cost
- ..

escalation factors (projected rates of change). Examples of escalation factors"
fl

would be for example, projected'ates of increase for wages and costs of
u .

material in the construction industry. 0

Once the resource requireMents for eah program have been developed,

enrollment projections will be fed into the program profile for a period

of five'planning rears. In other words, the "work" of the Virginia Beach
e

City School System over five years will be simulated. It is important to

say a word here about this simulation activity.

D

fj

Within the constraints of an unchanging program profile, and pre.

dictably changing student populations and factor prices, the school system

will be "operated." That is, it will "hire" teachers, "clean" classrooms,

9
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"build" S7chools, etc,\,, where necessary for a period of five years.

Graphs in this activity will include those for quantities of each

resource, the dollar costs of each resource, a graph of total operating

costs, and one of totalpcapital costs, all over a five year horiion.

. . Activity III:- Establish a Profile"of Resource Demands Jnder

the 45 -15 lan.

This activity is much like Activity I in that the profiles 'f each

program will be determined in order to develop resource demands, and resource'

costs for each program. The same types of inform-tion are gathered as a re-

suit of this activity as were gathered to accomplish Activity I. The major

difference in the 45-15 plan will be reflected in the different data genera-

ted for each type of information, e.g., fraction of year taught. (If the

curricular offerings under the 45-15 plan are identical to those under the

traditional program except for the schedule it does not necessarily follow

that all of the data, except scheduling data, will be the same.)

. . Activity IV:. Extrapolate Resource Demands Based Upon the 45-15

Program Profile.

Much like Activity grows out of Activity I, Activity. IV grows out

of Activity III. The same enrollment projections and escalation factors

developed in Activity II will be used to project the resource demands (quanti-

ty, type, and related dollar costs) upon the school district under the 45-15

plan.' Again, in completing the overall design, Activity IV will make it

"possible to generate a "dotted line projection for each resource considered.

Graphs in this activity will include those four quantities of each

resource, dollar costs of each resource, a graph of total operating costs,

10



one of total capital costs, all over a five year horizon. Within this con-

.,1.test, there will be two levels of projections. One will be limited-to those

schools which have undertaken the.45-15 plan. The second level of projection.'

will be based on the assumption that the 45-15 plan has been fully:implemented

'throughout the district.

. . . Activity V: Develop "Balan e Sheets" to Compare the Profilers.

of the Traditional Plan and the 45-15 Pla .

Following the development of profiles for'eaChof the two alternative

plans (Activities I and III), it will be pogsible to compare them. In order
0

to make relevant comparisons, the one-year projection of resource demands of

the traditional plan will be compared to the resource demands of the first

operational year of the 45-15 plan (i.e., so that the same years will be

compared). A "balance sheet" of "gains" and'"lqlsses"'of the 45-15 plan against

the traditional plan will provide the general format for this activity.

Within this context, there will be two levels of comparison. As in

Activity IV, one level will be limited to those schools which have undertaken

the 45-15 plan. From these comparisons, an estimated balance sheet will be

sleveloped for the whole district (second level). Each level of analysis 'ill

include/

0.

comparisons of profiles, resource demands, and resulting dollar costs.

. . . Activity VI: Develop "Balance Sheets" 'to Compare the Five-Year
.

Projeled Resource Demands Upon the School District of the Traditional Plan'
,

and the ;45 -15 Plan. '

,This activity will take,a form similar to that involved in Activity

V,.except that the comparisonsare for: the fifth planning year, as outlined

n in Figure D.
a

As in Activity V, there will be two levels of comparison-related to

llo 14



accomplishing Activity One will be limited

undertaken thev45-15'plan. From these comparis

will be developed fdr

analysis will include

dollar costs:.

those schools which have
°

ns, an estimated balance sheet

the whole district (second level). Each level of

comparisons of profiles, resource dem4fids, and resulting
cJ

. . . activity VII: Summarizain comparative terms the effect'on
$

the annual operating'and capital budgets of the 45-15 Program against tradi-:
-

tional schooling. This analysis will takb'into account the profiles deVelope
,

as a result of the previous six activities. As a result, the analysisper-/
,

formed and describedin Activity VII should allow the Virginia Beach City)/

"',)..' , ,

Public Schools to assess the impact of the 45-15 Program on the annualpra-
.

,

tingand capital budgets for the test year of the 45715 Program. Further,

the analysis provided in ActivitY'VII will attempt to estimate the impact

on the annual operating and capital budgets of the school system ifIthe

experimental 45-15 Program were extended, to the other parts of the school

system., The analysis will show the impact at graduated levels up to the

entire system perforMing on the 45-15 Program.' Finally, the analysis here

Will show the impadt,of the 45-15 Program during the test yearand projected

during a five year period afterwards at various incremental levels of usage

in comparison with.costs generated by the traditional schooling alternatives.-
. .



Evaluation of Parental Attitudes Toward
the Virginia Beach 45-15 Project

ResearallAgent: Schlechty'Associates of Chapel Hill, North Carolina

3 "
s

PrinciPal'Investigator: Phillip C. 'Sdhlecty

Excerptg from Research Proposal:

The following survey design is intended to determine the ificidence,

,digtribution,' land interrelarions of 'the attitudes toward and information

.

about the 45-15 program, in Virginia Beach, Vixginia. Specifically, the

researchwill be restricted to four attendance districts That contain desig-
,

mated pilot schools and to the following general questions:

1. How extensive and accurate is parental information

concerning the 45-15.program?

2. Prior to actual experience with- the' program what are

the,parental,attitudes toward the 45 -13 program?

3. What are parental attitudes toward the 45-15 program

ca after experience with the, program?

4, What is the nature and degree of parental attitude

change toward'the 45:15 prpgraM after experience

Sampling

..,with that pfggram?

PROCEDURES

The total number of parents having childreq attending the schools



I.

=1'

.4

involved in the 45-15 program, in each of the four,tttendance districtso6 I

constitutes the population of this study, i.e.; we are dealing with four

separate and definable populations: Additionally:, a 20 percent randomly

.sefeCled sample of parents in two comparison schools will
-

constitute' the a

control population.

Data Collection

11
-,Thre necessity to reach a relatively'rarge number of people and obtain.

_specific data dictated the use,of questionnaires. The major problem, non-
,.

. response, with,questionnarres will be minimal in thisuryey. First, the

t

mature of the cover latter and the call back procedure helps assureus of

a high return rate. Second, the 'fact that some -data. will be 'available on
o .

nonrespondents and the limited numberof,variables under treatment makes

pOssible the use of data processing and statistical inference procedures to

assess the extent to which the obtained responses deviate..from the desired

one.

A pilot study will be conducted to pretest all the research instru-

" .

ments ruked in this survey. The Instruments used to assess the accuracy

and,exten6iveness of .information concerning the 45-15 program will be qvaItia-
,

ted to determine both content validity and criterion- related validity. The

piotrad'S information releases will be used to establish content validity.

Analysis of the pilot study will provide the data that Mrs instrument does
.

discriminate. Specialists. working with the 45-15 program Can provide the,

iiikcessary criterion by which the data from respondents can be evaluated in

terms of extensiveness.

Since variations-in responses at a particular time and variations.
,>

from time to time are a part of this rpearch the Only'reliability, test

14 -
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needed' is one. to evaluate variations,ar,sing out of the particular sample

e'

of tasks chosen to represent areas of attitudes' and information'. The quegtion-.

naire will have a relatively large number of'items and ittis in no way asked

tes
. 'Thereare,- reliability will be established by subdividing the instra--i-,-

ment;1i.e., we will- use a split-half reliability coefficient': ''-In addition,

,

o
, e

since we ate dealing in earn! category with average rgroup responses the

reliability will be higher- than it wouldbe Wi'th4individuat9tesponses.

Phase I:

Phase I of the survey analysis will deal with the first two general

= .

question's of the study, i.e., How' extensive and accurate is parental infor-
.

smation concerning the 45 -15 program? and Prior to actual experience with

the program what are the parental-attitudes toward the 45-15 pr9gram?

The.dataelated to each of these mayor questions will'first be
er,

.reported in terms of keneral.treAds throughout the attendance districts and

secondly the,data willitbe reported hTeaeh attendance district. The thajor.

questions will be specified and the data,reported in three major categories:

(1) How extensive is parental information concerning the 45,-15 program;

(2) How 'accurate is parental information concerning the 45-15 program; and

(3) Prior to actual experience with the 45-15 program what ate the parental
o.

attitudes towardthe ptogram.

Phase II:

do

In Phase II the entire analysis process will be repeated. Then the

data,obtainad in Phase II:o711.1 be. compared to the data obtained in Phase'I.

From thi'S comparison an. analysis will be given in terms of the nature and

amount of change in the fo'llowing'categorieg': extensiveness of parental

informatibn, accuracy of information, ,and parental attitude toward the 45-15

15,
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D° O

. 0

program. In addition, in thiS phase of the research a fourth control variable

w111.be used in the analysis; are parental attitudes affected by having

children who are changing school districts.

0

4:1
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